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MEDIA ADVISORY

Ewing Elementary Students Interview for Campus Jobs

What: Meaningful Work Hiring Fair

When: Thursday, Oct. 18, 2018
10 a.m.

Where: Ewing Elementary School
4873 E. Olive Ave. (93727)

Ewing Elementary School will launch its Meaningful Work Program with students interviewing for campus jobs. Students will learn about the variety of work needed behind the scenes for a school to function successfully while gaining an understanding that their contributions are needed and valued. Since mid-October, the school has encouraged students to participate in the work program by viewing a jobs preview video. The video stars the staff demonstrating highlights of each job and the skills required. Students will interview face-to-face with staff members and have an opportunity to showcase their strengths and explain why they would be a good fit for the position.

The Meaningful Work Program exemplifies all three elements of Restorative Practices: caring relationships, growth mindsets for teaching and learning, and meaningful opportunities to contribute by all members of the school community. Ewing is in its fifth year of implementing Restorative Practices.
“When students can contribute to the smooth running of their school, they learn a powerful lesson about what it feels like to work hard for a common goal,” said Superintendent Bob Nelson.
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